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Abstract 
The approaches to stabilize the perovskite structure of formamidinium lead iodide (FAPI) 
commonly result in a blue-shift of the band gap, which limits the maximum photo-conversion efficiency. 
Here, we report the use of PbS colloidal quantum dots (QDs) as stabilizing agent, preserving the original 
low band gap of 1.5 eV,. The surface chemistry of PbS plays a pivotal role, by developing strong bonds 
with the black phase but weak ones with the yellow phase. As a result, stable perovskite FAPI black phase 
can be formed at temperatures as low as 85°C in just 10 minutes, setting a record of concomitantly fast 
and low temperature formation for FAPI, with important consequences for industrialization. FAPI thin 
films obtained through this procedure reach an open circuit potential (Voc) of 1.105 V -91% of the 
maximum theoretical Voc- and preserve the efficiency for more than 700 hours. These findings reveal the 
potential of strategies exploiting the chemi-structural properties of external additives to relax the 











Production expenses and photoconversion efficiency (PCE) are critical factors impacting 
on the final cost of the solar energy technologies. Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) bring promise for 
affordable and efficient devices, with PCE recently reaching 25.2%.1 Beyond excellent 
optoelectronic properties, this newcomer family of materials has a great composition versatility, 
that enables the synthesis of perovskites with tunable bandgap,2 producing a broad range of 
possibilities for light emitting systems. For the development of photovoltaic systems, however, 
the range of material choice is confined to cations suitable for 3D perovskites with good charge 
transport properties, namely methylammonium (MA), formamidinium (FA) and Cs.3 Moreover, for 
a single layer absorber, a band gap as close as possible to 1.4 eV is required, as then the Shockley-
Queisser model predicts a maximum theoretical efficiency of 33%.4 FAPI perovskite phase has 
the lowest band gap,5 1.48 eV,6, 7 with a maximal theoretical PCE (PCEmax) of 32.3%.8 With the 
further advantage of higher thermal stability in comparison to MA-based PSCs, FAPI perovskite 
crystals fulfill an ideal compromise between a fully inorganic and a hybrid perovskite in terms of 
both thermal stability9 and band gap.6  
The structural stability is however an issue. FAPI has a Goldschmidt tolerance factor close 
to unity, but its polymorphism limits the stability of the black phase -which includes cubic (α) and 
tetragonal (β and γ) phases-3, 10-13 in favor of the yellow -hexagonal (δ)− phase,14 which is 
photoinactive with a band gap of 2.43 eV.15 Consequently, the black phase is the most stable 
phase for temperatures over 165 °C only.10 This implies it must be synthesized at high 
temperatures (the annealing range is 150-185 °C for 30 min),16-18 and after cooling down to room 
temperature it constitutes a metastable phase that transforms into the yellow phase in a 
relatively short time, especially in humid environments.19 Cation alloying is a standard technique 
to decrease the Goldschmidt effective tolerance factor.10 Different studies report the addition of 
methylammonium (MA+),20 cesium (Cs+),12, 21-23 potassium (K+),24 rubidium (Rb+),25 or large organic 
cations forming 2D perovskites26-28 to stabilize the mixed cation perovskite α−phase29, 30 with the 
double advantage of a higher reproducibility and the formation of the α-phase at lower 
temperature (100-150 °C). Yet, in the case of Pb-perovskites, smaller A-site cation causes 
octahedral tilting resulting in an increased band gap.31, 32 This is an undesired side-effect, as it 





example, the extensibility used Cs0.05MA0.16FA0.79Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 presents a band gap of 1.63 eV,12 
limiting PCEmax to 29.8%.8 Recent research efforts are trying to reduce the perovskite band gap 
by removing Br.20, 33 This strategy has yielded the current PCE published record of 23.3%20 with 
the reduction of band gap limited to 1.55 eV, as 8% of MA must be added to stabilize FAPI black 
phase. The use of Cs instead of MA to stabilize the α−phase in RbCsFAPbI3 succeeded in further 
reducing the band gap to 1.53 eV, where Rb has the additional role of increasing the 
reproducibility.33 However, very recently FAPI stabilization with high performances has been 
obtained recently adding ammonium valeric acid28 and methylenediammonium dichloride34 as 
additives, with no significant blue-shift of the FAPI gap.  
In this work, we propose to stabilize FAPI perovskite not through the introduction of 
alternative cations or anions to FA+ and I-, but by taking benefit of the synergistic interaction of 
halide perovskites with colloidal PbS quantum dots (QDs).35 MA-based halide perovskite thin 
films with embedded QDs36, 37 have been employed for the development of LEDs,38 
photodetectors39 and solar cells.40 Inorganic CsPb(I1-xBrx)3 perovskites with embedded PbS QDs, 
due to the zero-mismatch, increase the stability (photoluminescence (PL) reduction of just 10% 
after an annealing of one hour while for samples without embedded QDs the PL was reduced in 
a 50 %), especially for Br rich perovskite with the same lattice parameter than PbS.41 We show 
that the use of embedded PbS QDs presents multiple advantages over alloying, since it stabilizes 
the black phase in ambient conditions, while preserving the narrow band gap of pure FAPI. Also, 
the synthetic conditions become milder, with temperatures as low as 85 °C, annealing times of 
only 10 minutes and no deleterious effect on the thermal stability of the resulting film. PSCs 
prepared out of FAPI films stabilized with PbS QDs demonstrated higher performance and 
reproducibility than their counterparts without QDs, as well as a high open circuit potential, Voc, 
of 1.105 V for pure FAPI. PSCs with embedded PbS QDs further exhibited a significant 
improvement in long term stability, with only 16% decrease of the initial PCE after 720 hours, as 
compared to QD free samples, which presented a reduction in efficiency of 30% after a single day 
since preparation, and no performance at all after 500 hours. To elucidate the physical processes 
involved in the superior stabilization of FAPI by means PbS QDs, we combined systematic studies 





Functional Theory (DFT) and linear elastic theory of continuous media. The PbS-FAPI interface is 
found reduce the thermodynamic preference for the yellow phase, by creating stronger chemical 
bonds with the black one, and to propagate strain fields over long distances, which favor the 
formation of large grain sizes. These factors point to surface chemistry engineering as a less 
invasive and yet efficient methodology to stabilize halide perovskite materials. 
The first step carried out for the incorporation of the inorganic PbS QDs into the FAPI 
perovskite matrix is to make both materials chemically compatible in solution for the spin coating 
deposition. The finest method is to replace the organic ligand, specifically the oleic acid (OA), 
coming from the synthesis of the QDs, with a new one. In this case, the ligand has to anchor itself 
to the surface of the PbS, avoiding their aggregation in solution, but at the same time it has to be 
polar, to guarantee the solubility of the quantum dots in the perovskite solvent, namely 
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) or dimethylformammide (DMF). The ligand exchange procedure used 
is similar to previously reported in literature,36, 37, 42 substituting the organic capping of PbS QDs 
by a FAPI ligand, see details in the Experimental Section. After the ligand exchange PbS/FAPI QDs 
are soluble in DMF solution, see Figure 1a. A Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 
measurement of the dried PbS QDs, and deposited in thin film, before the ligand exchange, 
exhibits the signals related to the oleic acid, the stretching modes of the O-H at 3,446 cm-1, of the 
C-H at 3,020-2,800 cm-1 and of the carboxyl C=O at 1,527 cm-1. These modes are totally absent 
after ligand exchange, see Figure 1b, pointing the success of the ligand exchange procedure. 
Furthermore, the solutions of the PbS/FAPI in DMSO or DMF are stable until the concentration 
of 50 mg/ml, indicating the universality and robustness of the method, which in fact preserves 
the features of the as synthesized PbS QDs, Figure 1c, after the ligand exchange, see Figure 1d.  
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images reveal an increase of the average size of 
QDs comparing the as-synthesized OA capped PbS QDs (PbS/OA) and FAPI capped PbS/FAPI QDs, 
see Figure 1 c,d. The statistic distribution is plotted in Figure S1 in good agreement with the 
estimated QDs size from PL spectra, see Figure 2a, around 3.8 ± 1.8 nm and 4.7 ± 1.5 nm for the 
PbS/OA and the PbS/FAPI, respectively.43 As synthesized PbS/OA QDs present cubic rock salt 





majority black phase, despite a small contribution from yellow phase is visible in the X-Ray 
Diffraction (XRD) pattern, see Figure 1f. 
 
Figure 1. (a) Pictures (left) before the ligand exchange with the PbS QDs capped with oleic acid in octane solution 
and FAPI precursors (PbI2 and FAI) in DMF and (right) after the ligand exchange with PbS/FAPI QDs in DMF solution. 
(b) FTIR of the PbS QDs before and after the ligand exchange. TEM images of 10 mg/ml PbS QDs solutions before 
and after ligand exchange; (c) with the oleic acid and (d) with FAPI ligands, respectively; (e) XRD of the oleic acid 
capped PbS QDs spin coated on glass from octane solution and (f), XRD of PbS/FAPI QDs spin coated and annealed 
from DMF solution. 
Ligand exchange produces a change in the photoluminescence (PL) emission peak (Figure 
2a) and in the absorbance of the PbS QDs (Figure 2b). QDs PL exhibits a red shift when QDs in 
solution are deposited on glass forming thin films. In agreement with the absorption red shift 
(Figure 2b), after ligand exchange, PbS/FAPI QDs PL presents a red shift with respect to PbS/OA 
QDs for both solution and thin film. To shed light the PL red shift (Δλ(solution)= 132 nm and Δλ(thin 
film)= 211 nm) we carry out k·p theory calculations of exciton emission. Electron and hole states 
are computed within a multi-band Dimmock Hamiltonian, including mutual Coulomb interaction 
via self-consistent process and dielectric mismatch effects, see section 2 in Supporting 
Information. In Figure 2a we show the experimental PL emission of PbS QDs surrounded by OA 





Figure 2. (a) PL steady state spectra of the PbS QDs, 3.8 nm diameter, in solution (scatter plots) and in thin film (line) 
with OA (black) and FAPI (blue) as ligands: overlapped to the experimental spectra is the fitting from theoretical 
calculation with the k·p model (green and cyan lines). (b) IR Absorbance of PbS/OA and PbS/FAPI QDs in solution 
(octane and DMF respectively). The position of the peak maximum is indicated for both PL and absorption. 
Excellent agreement is obtained when the k·p model adopts QD diameters of 3.8 nm (OA, 
solution), 3.96 nm (FAPI, solution), 3.98 nm (OA, film) and 4.42 nm (FAPI, film), with Gaussian-
shaped bands to account for size inhomogeneity. The mean size of emitting QDs surrounded by 
FAPI is slightly larger than that in OA, which is consistent with TEM measurements. Also, the size 
in films is larger than that in solution, possibly because enhanced tunneling facilitates photo-
excited carrier relaxation into larger dots prior to electron-hole recombination. Our theoretical 
k·p analysis further provides complete information on exciton binding energies, dielectric 
mismatch effects, band alignment between FAPI and PbS QDs and size-dependent absorption in 
PbS/FAPI QDs, see Supporting Information section 3 and Figure S2-S6. 
The properties of FAPI thin films with embedded PbS QDs have been analyzed as function 
of the QDs concentration and size. The QDs concentration in the perovskite solution is tuned 
from 0 mg/ml (reference sample) to 7.5 mg/ml, resulting in FAPI thin films with different volume 
percentage of QDs from 0.18 vol % to 0.55 vol % (see Supporting Information section 4 for more 
details about the calculation of the QD percentage). The first beneficial effect of the PbS addition 
is observed for the crystallization of FAPI film from solution after spin coating. As mentioned 





°C is needed, but the addition of PbS reduces dramatically the annealing temperature to obtain 
the black phase of FAPI, to values as low as 85 °C for a concentration of PbS/FAPI QDs in solution 
of 5mg/ml, see Supporting Video 1, and annealing times as short as 10 minutes. The presence of 
PbS accelerates45 the FAPI black phase crystallization, not just for FAPI but for reported halide 
perovskites, reducing radically both the self-assembly time and temperature.16-18 
The annealing time for the crystallization of the FAPI black phase presents a dependence 
on the QDs concentration. An optimal response is obtained at 5 mg/ml, with complete conversion 
into black phase in 10 min. If the concentration is lower or higher, for instance 2.5 mg/ml or 7.5 
mg/ml, the formation is slowed down to 20 min and 40 min, respectively, but it still occurs at 
85°C, see Figure S7a. We observe this phenomenon not only with pure DMSO but also with a co-
solvent DMF:DMSO (9:1). For the mixture of solvents, the required annealing temperature can 
be decreased only to 140 °C (Figure S8a), and the films have a lot of pin-holes on the surface as 
revealed by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Figure S8b, compared to the uniform and 
smooth surfaces of the films obtained from the pure DMSO solution (Figures 3c-f). This 
observation is in agreement with previous works pointing out that DMSO accelerates the grain 
growth of the perovskite, leading to bigger grains, passing from the intermediate adduct with the 
precursors.46-48 However, in this study there is a third component, namely PbS QDs, having a 
prominent role, as the FAPI black phase crystallizes in DMSO and DMF:DMSO (9:1) at 165 °C or 
185 °C, respectively, without the presence of PbS, see Supporting Video 2, with annealing time 
longer than 30 minutes to completely convert the precursors in the final product. Summing up, 
a proper concentration of PbS QDs results in an impressive shift (ΔT = 45°C if the solvent is DMF 
and ΔT = 80 °C if the solvent is the DMSO) of the perovskite starting formation temperature, while 
reducing the conversion time of the precursors into the black phase. Even in the most recent 
results on the stabilization of FAPI perovskite black phase with no blue shift of the bandgap,28, 34 
annealing temperatures of 150º and annealing times longer than 10 minutes are required. This 
result has the potential in comparison with other approaches to severely reduce production 
expenses in an eventual industrialization stage. 
We have verified that below 85 °C (i.e. 80 °C) an incomplete perovskite formation occurs, 





S9. On the contrary, the XRD measurements confirm the complete conversion of the perovskite 
precursors, FAI and PbI2, to black FAPI perovskite upon annealing at 85 °C, independently of the 
PbS concentration, see Figure 3a. Only the peaks corresponding to the FTO substrate and the 
FAPI black α-phase at 14.03° (001), 24.33° (111), 28.23° (002), 31.66° (012) and 40.25° (022) are 
observed after thin film preparation, see Figure 3a.49 No peaks pointing the presence of PbI2 or 
FAPI δ-phase are observed after samples preparation. The degradation of these layers was 
followed at ambient condition, in terms of atmosphere and laboratory illumination, with a 
relative humidity of almost 45%, without encapsulations. After 30 days, the degradation of the 
reference sample is evident with bare eyes, see Figure 3b, and from absorbance measurements, 
see Figure S10. For some of the samples with embedded QDs it can be also observed, but not for 
others. In details, the XRD measurement after 30 days revealed that the FAPI film prepared with 
a concentration of PbS QDs of 5mg/ml is stable and the black phase is preserved.  
 
Figure 3. Aging test performed on the perovskite thin films without and with 3.8 nm size PbS QDs at different 
concentrations; X-Ray diffraction patterns of (a) the fresh samples and (b) after 30 days, stored in ambient 
conditions; top-view SEM images of the FAPI thin films (c) without PbS QDs and with PbS QDs (d) 2.5 mg/ml, (e) 5 
mg/ml and (f) 7.5 mg/ml. The annealing temperature and time for the samples without PbS QDs are 180 °C for 30 






On the other hand, the perovskite without PbS QDs and with the highest concentration 
embedded, are totally converted into the δ-phase, as indicated by the diffraction peak at 11.8° 
and the disappearance of black phase peaks, see Figure 3b. In the case of the sample with the 
lowest QD concentration, it presents a mixture of the FAPI black and yellow phases, see Figure 
3b. Likewise, the FAPI perovskite grain size increases with the increase of the concentration, but 
at 7.5 mg/ml the grain size decreases again, as the SEM images display, see Figure 3 c-f. The black 
dots observed in the top-view SEM image of the FAPI with no QDs and with PbS QDs 7.5 mg/ml 
are yet another evidence of the fast degradation of such films when exposed to ambient air or to 
stress conditions, like the SEM beam. No such signs are observed for the sample with 5 mg/ml 
QDs. 
The size of the PbS QDs also has a significant effect on the stabilization of FAPI black 
phase. To illustrate this point, we keep the concentration in solution constant, at 5mg/ml, and 
vary the PbS QDs size. PbS QDs with diameter size of 2.9 nm, 3.8 nm and 8.2 nm are studied. PL, 
TEM images and XRD of the corresponding PbS QDs are plotted in Figure S11. An optimal 
response is obtained for the mid-sized QD diameter, 3.8 nm. The trends of annealing time and 
black phase stability when varying the size from this value are analogous to those observed when 
varying the concentration from its optimal value, see Figure S7. Namely, the annealing time is 
shortened from the system with PbS QDs of 2.9 nm to the system with 3.8 nm and increases again 
for PbS QDs of 8.2 nm. In the same way, the stability improves from 2.9 nm to 3.8 nm, but it 
decreases for the largest size. 
One of the most significant advantages of the FA-based perovskite compared with the 
MA-based perovskite, in addition to the lower band gap, is the thermal stability beyond 150 °C, 
as it can be expected from the higher formation energy. Despite the introduction of PbS QDs 
reduces significantly the annealing temperature for the synthesis of FAPI black phase, the 
presence of QDs does not affect the thermal stability of the FAPI layer, as it has been verified by 
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). TGA was measured from room temperature to 1,000 °C under 






In order to understand the physical origin of the phase stability of FAPI in the presence of 
embedded PbS QDs, density functional theory (DFT) calculations including spin-orbit coupling are 
carried out (see Supporting Information, section 5, Figure S13-S16). We compare the energetic 
stability of black and yellow phases in different conditions. As shown in panel (i) of Figure 4a, in 
the bulk the energy of black (cubic) phase exceeds that of the yellow one by ΔEby=Eb-Ey=0.27 eV 
per FAPbI3 unit. This fact explains the well-known thermodynamic preference for the yellow 
phase in the absence of PbS QDs.9 Upon inclusion of the QDs, however, several changes take 
place in the host FAPI matrix: (i) the smaller lattice constant of PbS generates strain, (ii) crystal 
surfaces arise on the interface with the QD and (iii) chemical bonds form between the two 
materials. We study the individual effect of each factor to determine their presumable role in 
stabilizing the black phase. 
First, we investigate the effect of strain. Previous studies have suggested strain may favor 
the black phase stability in CsPbI3 and (Cs,FA)PbI3 perovskites with different substrates.50-52 We 
calculate the strain arising from the lattice mismatch between spherical PbS QDs and cubic FAPI 
using linear elastic theory (see details in section 2 of Supporting Information). Figure 4b shows 
the strain parallel (║) and normal (⊥) to the (100) crystal direction for QDs of different sizes. We 
find most of the strain occurs in the FAPI matrix, as it stays well under 1 % inside the QDs, but it 
becomes strong (up to 4-6 %) outside. This is consistent with the rigid (soft) bonds of PbS (FAPI). 
A strongly compressive strain ε⊥ builds up in FAPI near the interface with PbS (dashed lines), 
which facilitates lattice matching. In response, a tensile strain ε║ (solid lines) develops in the 
orthogonal direction, which propagates several nanometers away from the interface. This 
behavior implies a long-ranged tetragonal distortion of the FAPI lattice, as sketched in Figure 4c. 
The energetic impact of such a strain is determined by DFT calculations. The isolated effect of the 
strain on the bulk is evaluated by forcing that the bulk perovskite matches with the PbS lattice: 
black (cubic) and yellow (hexagonal) bulk phases are forced to match the lattice constant of PbS 
on (100) and (111) surfaces, respectively, which are the most compatible crystallographic planes 
in each case. The in-plane (out-of-plane) lattice parameters are compressed (tensiled) by 7 % on 
axis a and b (12 % on c axis) for the black phase -which becomes tetragonal- and by 13 % on a 





destabilizes both phases, but the effect is more pronounced in the yellow one. Thus, the energy 
splitting decreases from ΔEby=0.27 eV to ΔEby=0.18 eV, as shown in Figure 4a, cf. panels (i) and 
(ii). A similar energetic trend has been recently reported in Ref.50 for CsPbI3 thin films depending 
on the strain induced by the substrate. However, the small reduction is unlikely to explain the 
drastic stabilization of the black phase revealed in our experiments. We have tested biaxial and 
uniaxial strain on bulk crystals, both tensile and compressive, and confirmed that the black phase 
is systematically less stable than the yellow one, i.e. ΔEby>0, see Figure S17.  
We next study the effect of surface formation. PbS QDs of small size present an octahedral 
shape exposing (111) planes, while QDs with diameters over ~3.5 nm PbS QDs adopt a 
cubooctahedral shape with increasing area covered by (100) planes, see Figure 4d.53 FAPI black 
phase is prone to use (100) planes to bind with PbS, while the yellow phase prefers (111) planes, 
each with a preferred ionic termination. A quantitative comparison of the corresponding surface 
energies is however prevented by the lack of reflection symmetry in the unit cell of the yellow 
phase, its inherent polarity, and the wide uncertainty range of FAPI chemical potential. We then 
carry out a semi-quantitative analysis of surface energies by directly comparing the total 
electronic energy of strained slabs in black and yellow phases. The slabs, as plotted in panel (iii) 
of Figure 4a, are chosen to have similar thicknesses and hence similar quantum confinement. As 
expected, the presence of surfaces increases the energy per FAPbI3 unit with respect to strained 
bulk. The increase is small for the black phase but large for the yellow one, which then becomes 
less stable than the black phase by ΔEby=-0.76 eV. This result is consistent with recent studies on 
CsPbI3, where large (small) surface energies were reported for the δ (α) phase.52 It follows that 
the presence of surfaces between FAPI and PbS QDs is an important factor destabilizing the 
yellow phase relative to the black one.50  
The last factor to be considered is the chemical binding of FAPI to PbS. For a semi-
quantitative estimate, we attach slabs of FAPI and PbS, as illustrated in panel (iv) of Figure 4a. 
The resulting energy per FAPbI3 unit decreases for both phases as compared to that of bare slabs, 
which confirms that stable bonds are formed between the two materials. Remarkably, the 
stabilization is much stronger for the black phase than for the yellow one, the energy difference 





Altogether, the energetic trends revealed by our DFT calculations (see SI for more details), 
make clear that the origin of thermodynamically favored black FAPI upon inclusion of PbS QDs is 
due mainly to two distinct, but both needed, mechanisms: in primis the structure stabilization, 
that destabilizes the yellow phase due to its large surface energy and in secundis the crucial 
chemical stabilization, by chemical bonds between the PbS and FAPI, that stabilizes the black one 
phase. The latter is also likely related to the mild annealing conditions observed in our 
experiments. The low annealing temperature indicates PbS QDs are acting as catalyzers,45 
regardless of the size and concentration, which reduce the activation energy required to attain 
the metastable black phase. It is then plausible that the strong PbS-black FAPI bonds are 
stabilizing the transition state of the reaction path. Strain, on the other hand, plays a secondary 
role in energetic stabilization. Still, the long-ranged tetrahedral distortion reported in Figure 4b 
suggests PbS QDs could further contribute to stabilize by stimulating the formation of large FAPI 
grains black phase FAPI. It has been recently claimed that the strain enables the formation of 
large grain sizes through the coherent propagation of its field over crystal regions with otherwise 
random orientation of domains,50 which is beneficial for the stability of the synthesized phase.9  
The results above clearly explain the experimental observation that small size PbS QDs 
and small concentrations of QDs fail to stabilize the FAPI black phase, because of the lack of (100) 
surfaces and the reduced number of surfaces and chemical bonds, respectively. A possible 
explanation to understand the lower stability for high QDs concentration and higher QD size, is 
that the presence of QDs rich regions can produce a large increase of the strain, see Figure S18a,b, 
especially in the case of large QDs size. This significant strain enhancement produces in turn an 
important increase of the energy per formula unit, see Figure S17, which could induce the 
observed destabilization of the thin film. In order to experimentally prove the effect of the strain, the 
shift of the XRD peaks is also analyzed. FAPI with and without QDs powders have been prepared in order 
to ensure enough quantity of material for characterization and remove the effect of the substrate. Powder 
were obtained by precipitation method, see Supporting Information for further details. A shift in the XRD 
diffraction peak, increasing with the amount of QD concentration is observed, see Figure S18c-d. Fitting 
the data with Williamson-Hall method54, 55 we found that as expected the strain increases with the 





Both QDs size and proximity between QDs enhance strain fields, see Figure S18a-b, as 
theoretically and experimentally demonstrated. A possible explanation for the lower stability of samples 
with a high concentration of QDs is that the energetic destabilization near to the QDs makes distant 
regions detach and form independent grains with no strain, more stable in the yellow phase. Another 
possibility is that large QDs have larger percentage of (100) facets, and when this percentage is too large 
QD can start to attach to nearby dots,56 producing agglomeration and they may become less useful for 
FAPI stabilization. Moreover, more macroscopic effect also could play a role, as higher concentrations 
result in a higher density of nucleation sites, which should also lead to smaller grain sizes, increasing the 
amount of grain boundaries, known to be detrimental for the black phase stability e.g. by enabling 
humidity filtration.19 
 
Figure 4. (a) Total energy DFT calculation of (i) black and yellow bulk FAPI phases represented by red and blue colors 
respectively, (ii) the effect of strain on the bulk when matching the PbS lattice, (iii) the presence of surfaces in the 
slabs, and (iv) the role of chemical binding to the PbS substrate in the heterojunctions. The insets depict the atomic 
structures under study, which are 3D in (i) and (ii), and 2D in (iii) and (iv). (b) Strain tensor elements parallel and 
perpendicular to (100) axis, for three different QD diameters. The (100) direction is normal to the FAPI-PbS interface. 





penetrates several nm inside FAPI. (d) Atomic representation of PbS quantum dots showing facets (111) and (100). 
The small dot in panel (i) is 3 nm size and the larger one in panel (ii) is 4.2 nm size. 
 
To investigate the effects of the PbS QDs incorporation in photovoltaic devices, we 
fabricated PSCs with planar configuration,57 FTO/SnO2/FAPI/spiro-OMeTAD/Au, see Figure 5a, 
with and without embedded QDs. We employed the optimized PbS QDs solution concentration 
of 5mg/ml and QD size of 3.8 nm. The average of the results is summarized in Figure S19a-d and 
Table S3 and the curves of the best devices are shown in Figure 5b. We highlight that the presence 
of PbS QDs not only increases the maximum and average performance of the solar cells but also 
the reproducibility of the devices, see Figure S19d, due to the augmentation of the open-circuit 
voltage, Voc, and the fill factor, FF, see Figure S19b and S19c, respectively, for average values and 
Figure 5b for champion devices. Significantly, the champion device has a stable photo-conversion 
efficiency of 18%, see Table S3, Figure 5b and Figure S20a, with a Voc of 1,105 mV, a photocurrent, 
Jsc of 21.5 mA/cm2 and a FF of 75.7%, with typical negligible hysteresis, in accordance with 
previous reports.58 However, the solar cells optimization is not exhausted, as the theoretical limit 
of 27 mA/cm2 suggests,58 and further optimization can be expected in the near future. An 
increase of the layer thickness (higher than 220 nm) optimizing the deposition process, keeping 
the FF as high as in this study, will allow to take benefit of the lower band gap of FAPI, see Figure 







Figure 5| Photovoltaic device J/V characterization. a, Sketch of the architecture used in this study; b, 
Current/Voltage curves of the best performance perovskite solar cells recorded at reverse and forward scan; c, and 
d, SEM cross sections of the devices with the two different active layers FAPI and FAPI-PbS; e, Tauc plot of the FAPI 
and FAPI with 5 mg/ml; the estimated band gap is 1.50 eV; f, Stability of the perovskite solar cells during the days. 
 
Figure S20 shows the incident photon-to-current efficiency (IPCE %) and the integrated 
current Jsc, corresponding to the value collected with the J/V curves measurements. The value of 
the integrated current of the control device, because of the fast degradation of the film, is lower 
than the initial value, while there is a good agreement with the measured Jsc in the case of 
samples with QDs. On the other hand, the SnO2/FAPI-PbS interface is more compact if compared 
to the layer without PbS QDs, see Figure 5c-d, thus confirming that the PbS QDs also positively 
affect the morphology enhancing the device performance, in particular the Voc. The obtained Voc 
in fact increases reaching a promising value of 1,105 mV, 91% of the maximum theoretical Voc of 
1,215 mV for pure FAPI perovskite with a band gap of 1.5 eV,8 see Figure 5e. To our knowledge, 
this is the highest Voc reported for pure FAPI PSCs. Beyond the improvement of the PCE, PbS QDs 
provide a drastic enhancement of long term stability, see Figure 5f. Devices prepared with QDs 





performance by 30% after a single day since fabrication, and show no performance at all after 
500 hours. 
In conclusion, we have shown that pure FAPI perovskite, preserving its excellent optical 
properties for solar cell devices, can be stabilized by embedding a small fraction of PbS QDs. As 
compared to previous strategies, mostly based on ion alloying, the present method avoids blue 
shifting of the band gap –thus paving the way for higher PCE– and reduces dramatically both 
synthesis temperature and time –thus reducing production expenses –. The stabilization is based 
on the double contribution of the PbS-FAPI interface, chemical and structural, which selectively 
favors black phase against yellow one. This work opens venue for crystalline phase stabilization 
of metastable polymorphs through surface chemistry engineering, not just in very thin films 
under the effect of a substrate, but in bulky systems by the intentional creation of surfaces and 
chemical bonds with embedded QDs. 
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